Word counts: 4488 2 Abstract Purpose: To evaluate contrast threshold and contrast gain in patients with optic neuritis under conditions designed to favor mediation by either the inferred Magnocellular (MC-) or Parvocellular (PC-) pathway.
Introduction
Optic neuritis refers to an inflammation of one or both optic nerves that is painful and results in temporary loss or blurring of vision. Vision typically recovers gradually when assessed with conventional clinical methods. Sensitive psychophysical approaches however, often reveal a long-lasting loss in spatial, temporal, luminance and/or chromatic visual function [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . It is still to be determined how the reported luminance and chromatic sensitivity losses in optic neuritis reflect deficits in retinogeniculate and/or cortical function.
Modern anatomical and physiological studies have identified three major neural retinogeniculate pathways in the primate visual system that convey retinal information to visual cortex, the magnocellular (MC-), parvocellular (PC-) and koniocellular (KC-) pathways 16, 17 . These parallel pathways have distinctive temporal, spatial, chromatic and contrast response characteristics and mediate different aspects of vision 18, 19 . The MC-pathway sums signals from L-and M-cones [20] [21] [22] , with receptive fields showing either on-center or off-center organization. The MC-pathway, because of its band-pass spatio-temporal characteristic with high temporal frequency sensitivity, is considered to have an important role in contrast detection over a wide range of luminances 23 and in characteristic to chromatic stimuli and a band-pass spatio-temporal characteristic to achromatic stimuli. The achromatic temporal modulation transfer functions of PCpathway cells show a lower cut-off frequency than do MC-pathway cells 26, 27 . The KCpathway differences S-cone signals from the sum of the L-and M-cones, with the small bistratified ganglion cells 28 responding to increases in S-cone signal in the center or decreases in (L+M) in the surround. The KC-pathway, considered to underlie blueyellow chromatic discrimination 29 , is not evaluated in this study.
Typical clinical findings in optic neuritis include loss of visual acuity and color vision, two visual functions thought to be mediated by the PC-pathway 17 . The PCpathway accounts for about 80% of optic nerve fibers 30 , and there is considerable interest to determine if the visual deficit in optic neuritis occurs selectively in the thinly myelinated ganglion cells of the PC-pathway. Numerous attempts have been made to separate PC-and MC-mediated vision by taking advantage of different functional properties of the two pathways: the MC-pathway shows greater sensitivity to lower spatial frequencies, higher temporal frequencies, and achromatic targets; the PCpathway shows greater sensitivity to higher spatial frequencies, lower temporal frequencies, and chromatic stimuli [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Typically, reduced chromatic or luminance sensitivity has been interpreted as PC-or MC-deficits, respectively, and it has been reported that the visual deficit in optic neuritis is greater in the PC-pathway than in the MC-pathway 9 . This interpretation is precarious since the PC-ganglion cell responds well to achromatic stimuli 18 . Further, different metrics used for achromatic and chromatic stimuli make the direct comparison of visual performance between the inferred PC-and MC-deficits difficult. Here we address two outstanding issues in the study of luminance and chromatic sensitivity losses in optic neuritis using an experimental approach that measures the sensitivity of both pathways to the same spatio-temporal stimuli, a necessary requirement for interpreting the relative sensitivity losses in the two pathways. First, we determine achromatic contrast sensitivity in both the PC and MC pathways. Second, we determine PC-pathway achromatic and chromatic contrast gain response.
In this study, we investigated MC-and PC-deficits in optic neuritis using a set of 33 Unlike stimulus paradigms used by previous studies, these paradigms measure the responses of the two pathways using identical stimuli that differ only in pre-and post-adaptation. We used two psychophysical paradigms: the Pulsed-Pedestal paradigm to reveal PCcontrast gain and the Steady-Pedestal paradigm to evaluate steady-state MC-pathway sensitivity. The rationale for the paradigms revealing MC-or PC-mediation are fully explained elsewhere. 31, [33] [34] [35] . Briefly, PC-mediation of the pulsed-pedestal thresholds is inferred from the congruence of contrast gain parameters derived from the pulsedpedestal data 31 and parameters from single unit primate retina PC recordings 32 . MCmediation of the steady-pedestal thresholds is inferred from the similarity of contrast gain parameters derived from the pedestal-Δ-pedestal data and parameters from single unit primate retina MC recordings. Although contrast gain is established in the retina, post-retinal factors can alter sensitivity and may modify contrast gain parameters 35 .
The relative sensitivities of thresholds under the pulsed-and steady-pedestal paradigms are determined by the spatial and temporal presentation parameters. The stimulus parameters in the present experiment were chosen so as to obtain a large separation between inferred MC-and PC-function. Temporal summation data 31 and spatial summation data 36 show the optimal conditions for having the MC-pathway mediate steady-pedestal thresholds and the PC-pathway mediate pulsed-pedestal thresholds require briefly presented test stimuli (<50 ms) subtending about 1° visual angle.
This methodology has been adopted for use in a variety of clinical studies 34, [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] .
Further, the chromatic contrast discrimination paradigm developed by Smith, Pokorny and Sun 45 extends the achromatic contrast discrimination tasks by evaluating chromatic contrast gain in the PC-pathway using the same spatial and adaptation configuration as for the achromatic paradigm. By this, we can evaluate the association between achromatic and chromatic contrast sensitivity and contrast gain in the PC-pathway and determine whether optic neuritis influences the association strength.
Methods

Apparatus and Calibration
The stimuli were displayed on a calibrated 17" NEC CRT color monitor controlled by a 10-bit Radius video card hosted in a Macintosh G4 computer. The CRT display was run at a refresh rate of 75 Hz to ensure artifacts generated by the raster scan would not affect discrimination threshold 46 . Calibration procedures have been described elsewhere 45 .
Stimuli
A 2 x 2 pedestal array of four 1° squares (pedestal) separated by 0.06° was set within a uniform 9.2°x8.7° rectangular surround ( Figure 1 ). For each trial, one square in the pedestal array was randomly chosen as the test square that differed in luminance or chromaticity from other squares during the stimulus presentation (4-alternative forced choice procedure). The pedestal was either pulsed simultaneously with the test square for 26.6 ms during the trial period (pulsed-pedestal condition) or presented continuously (the steady-pedestal condition). The stimulus configuration is therefore identical during the test period in the pulsed and steady paradigms. Figure 1 shows the stimulus configurations for the achromatic pulsed-pedestal, achromatic steady-pedestal and chromatic steady-pedestal conditions.
Throughout the experiment, the surround was metameric to the equal-energy- color normal observers, the chromatic steady and pulsed pedestal paradigms yield alike data. 45 Here we measured L/M discrimination threshold for the steady-pedestal condition only.
Observers
The sample included 18 control observers (14 females and 4 males) who had no health complaints, had their best corrected visual acuity of 20/20 or better, and had no history of eye disease and 11 observers with optic neuritis (9 females and 2 males).
The normal observer and optic neuritis patient ages did not differ significantly Table 1 . Among the patients, eight had bilateral optic neuritis and three had unilateral optic neuritis. Seven patients were diagnosed with multiple sclerosis (MS), two (P6 and P9) did not have MS, while a diagnosis of MS was indeterminable in two patients (P1 and P10).
Procedure
During experiments, the observer sat in a dimly lit room at 1 m away from the display. The observer monocularly viewed the stimuli. A black eye patch covered the non-tested eye. Prior to each session, the observer dark-adapted for 3 minutes. Each condition began with a 2-minute adaptation period to the surround light level to stabilize the observer's adaptation. For the steady-pedestal paradigm, there was an additional 1-minute period of adaptation to the pedestal and surround. Short auditory beeps signaled the beginning and end of each adaptation period, and the start of each trial. A fixation square (4' arc), present between trials to aid fixation, extinguished to signal the trial onset. A random-double staircase procedure was used to determine a discrimination threshold. In one staircase, the test square threshold was measured in an increment direction, in the other, a decrement direction. During each trial, the observer's task was to identify the location of the test square within the 4 square pedestal array by moving the mouse cursor into the area where the test square appeared. No feedback was provided. Ten reversals were measured for both the increment and the decrement staircases. The average of the last six reversals was taken as threshold. Including short breaks, the total test time for all three conditions with one eye was about 45 minutes. Once one eye was tested, the observer could choose to test the other eye after an extended break or on another day.
Modeling
The luminance and chromatic discrimination data are presented in the results as the change in L-cone cd/m 2 (∆L) as a function of pedestal L-cone cd/m 2 . Note the Lcone cd/m 2 is equivalent to 0.665 of the luminance value for luminance discrimination data, which were fitted by a physiological based contrast response model for MC-and PC-pathways 31, 33 . The achromatic contrast response is described by a MichaelisMenten saturation function 32 :
where R max is the maximum response rate, C sat is the half-maximum contrast response and C is the stimulus Michelson contrast. Contrast gain is defined as R max /C sat , the derivative of Equation 1 at zero contrast (C = 0). Therefore, contrast gain expressed in logarithmic units is linearly related to -log(C sat ). A contrast discrimination threshold can be obtained when the differential responses to two contrasts [C and a (C+∆C)] reaches the criterion, δ. Therefore, the pulsed-pedestal luminance discrimination threshold can be derived from equation (1):
where ∆L is discrimination threshold in L-cone cd/m 2 , K p_a ("p" denotes pulsed, "a" denotes achromatic) is the vertical scaling parameter in logarithmic unit that represents PC-mediated absolute threshold (therefore -K p_a represents contrast sensitivity), and k represents (δ/R max ), which is typically small and was set as zero when fitting the pulsedpedestal data. There are two free parameters for the achromatic pulsed-pedestal condition (K p_a and C sat_a ). Note that the zero contrast data were not used for pulsedpedestal model fitting because the pulsed-and steady-pedestal conditions have the same (zero contrast) stimulus and detection was empirically established to be mediated by the inferred MC-pathway. The steady-pedestal luminance discrimination data for a pedestal luminance, L (in L-cone cd/m 2 ), are described by
where Ks_a is the vertical scaling parameter in logarithmic units that represents absolute threshold in logarithmic units. Therefore, -Ks_a represents MC-mediated absolute sensitivity.
The L/M chromatic discrimination data were fitted with a model of L and M cone spectral processing based on the spectral opponent PC pathway of primates 20, 26, 50 .
Briefly, following a gain control mechanism of L and M cone excitations, the spectral opponent signal is subject to subtractive feedback. The response to a chromatic contrast change from the adapting chromaticity then follows a static saturation function describing retinal ganglion PC cell responses to contrast changes from their adapted steady-state level. The details of the chromatic discrimination model are described elsewhere 45, 51 . The L/M chromatic discrimination data were fitted with the model:
where K s_c ("s" denotes steady, "c" denotes chromatic) represents the vertical scaling factor expressed in logarithmic units (therefore, -K s_c for contrast sensitivity), OPP A represents the spectral response to the adapting chromaticity ΔOPP represents the change in the spectral response with the pedestal chromaticity from the adapting chromaticity, and SAT c is the PC-spectral processing half-saturation term. Note the saturation term (SAT c ) does not have the same meaning as that for achromatic discrimination (C sat_a ). For achromatic discrimination, C sat_a is in the physical contrast domain, while SAT c is in the spectral response domain. There are two free parameters for the L/M chromatic discrimination model (K s_ and SAT c ).
Statistical Analysis
Three of the patients had unilateral defects based on the clinical criteria defined in the Methods section. The unaffected eyes of the patients were excluded from analysis. Each observer's fitted luminance and chromatic model parameters were used for further statistical analysis. First, we examined the distributions of the parameters.
Some of the parameters were not normally distributed. Although a non-parametric approach might be appropriate for analysis because there would be no requirement for normality, it has limitations in controlling confounding factors such as age, or dealing with correlations between the eyes of the observers. We preferred to rely on parametric methods to compare the fitted model parameters between affected and non-affected eyes and a log transform proved satisfactory to establish normality. To examine the functional loss of optic neuritis, a Generalized Estimation Equation (GEE) modeling approach was used to account for correlations between two eyes from the same observer 52 . GEE analysis is a modern version of repeated measures ANOVA with flexibility for fitting outcome variables with various distributions by application of link functions and specifying the variance-covariance structure in repeated measurements using a "sandwich" algorithm. We used an identity link function for the fitted parameters that were considered to have normal distributions. The GEE models compared the parameters between affected eyes (coded as 1) and normal eyes (coded as 0). For all of the GEE analyses, age was controlled because aging is an important factor for MCand PC-mediated detection or discrimination 37 . Since not all of the optic neuritis were identified as caused by MS, we conducted additional GEE analysis with MS patients only. GEE models were used to assess the association between two fitted model parameters and whether the strength association differed between normal observers and optic neuritis patients, with one parameter as the outcome. The independent variables included the other parameter, disease group (affected, coded as 1, vs. normal, coded as 0) and their interaction. A significant interaction would indicate the association strength differs between the groups. When the association between achromatic steady and pulsed paradigms was assessed, the parameters from the pulsed paradigm were used as the outcome variables; when the association between the steady chromatic paradigm and the achromatic pulsed paradigm was evaluated, the parameters from the chromatic paradigm were the outcome variables. When the association between the gain parameter and absolute sensitivity parameter was assessed, the gain parameter was the outcome variable.
Results
First, we investigated the functional loss in optic neuritis by comparing the estimated parameters between the normal observers and optic neuritis patients. Then we evaluated how the estimated parameters related to each other in the normal observers or patients.
Functional loss in optic neuritis
We estimated the 95% confidence intervals for the luminance and chromatic 
Discussion
The comparison between normal observers and optic neuritis patients in achromatic and chromatic discrimination suggests the eyes affected by optic neuritis suffered deficits in both the inferred MC-and PC-pathways, but in different ways.
Specifically, optic neuritis reduced MC-mediated absolute sensitivity but reduced PCmediated contrast gain. Interestingly, the disease did affect the association strength among PC-mediated contrast sensitivities and contrast gains measured from achromatic and chromatic stimuli. Our results imply that for that MC-pathway contrast sensitivity suffered a larger loss. However, we could not compare relative loss in contrast gain between the two pathways since we did not measure MC-mediated contrast gain.
In this study, the contrast discrimination and detection thresholds (Figure 2 and 3) are modeled within a perceptual-decision framework 31, 33, 34 . That is, a decision ("different or same" for discrimination, "seeing it or not" for detection) will be made once the sensory input reaches a criterion value (i.e. the comparison of sensory input and the criterion). Sensory input is determined by retinal processing, from photoreceptor transduction to ganglion cell contrast responses transmitted via the optic nerve.
Perceptual-decision processing is determined in the cortex. In normal observers, the signature V-shape of the contrast discrimination and detection functions (Figures 2 and   3 ) is defined at a retinal site, principally at the bipolar cell level 35 . Disease alters the contrast gain and sensitivity of the measured contrast discrimination functions by changing neuronal function at one or multiple sites in the visual pathway 35 . Simply, contrast gain and sensitivity can be considered within this framework at three sites: a site prior to the contrast-processing site (outer retina, photoreceptor level), within the site that defines the signature V-shape (inner retina, bipolar or ganglion cells), or at post-retinal sites (optic nerve, cortex).
An alteration in contrast sensitivity in the presence of normal contrast gain can result from a change in quantum efficiency and/or phototransduction noise in the photoreceptors, or a change in decision processing (such as decision criterion variation or a change in sensory information accumulation) 35 in the cortex. At the photoreceptor level, a decrease in quantum efficiency or noise can lead to a change in contrast sensitivity in the pedestal tasks, but even a 10-time decrease (1 log unit) in photopic light level does not reduce cone contrast gain substantially for estimated PC- 53 or MCpathways 54, 55 . The functional consequences of early changes are complex and not easy to characterize because of the compensatory effects of retinal adaptational mechanisms. Studies show that stimulus noise can decrease chromatic sensitivity without altering contrast gain parameters 56 and adding noise to the stimuli may differentially impact on PC-and MC-contrast sensitivity 57 . Therefore, the reduction in MC-mediated contrast sensitivity in the optic neuritis patients observed in this study may reflect an anomalous retinal and/or higher-order processing. It has been previously recognized that if LGN inputs to the cortex are impaired, there may be adaptive changes in the cortex, such as lateral occipital complexes and other higher visual areas, possibly leading to a change in decision processing [58] [59] [60] .
A change in contrast gain alters the slopes of the V-shaped contrast discrimination function and can be caused by an alteration in neural noise (arising in the retinal contrast-processing site, post-retinal site, including optic nerve or cortex), or response compression (from a retinal or post-retinal site) 35 . Noise arising in the optic nerve or brain can also change the contrast gain. One way of characterizing the precision of information carried in a spike train is by the signal-to-noise ratio.
Recordings from cat X-and Y- 61 and primate PC-and MC-ganglion cells 62 show noise to be relatively independent of contrast. Since stimulus related spike rate increases with contrast, the signal-to-noise ratio increases with contrast. If there is sufficient postretinal noise to degrade visual function, the measured contrast gain function will be altered in a specific way. The signal-to-noise ratio for a discrimination near the adapting retinal illuminance will be lower than signal-to-noise ratio for a discrimination that involves a large step from the adapting retinal illuminance. Thus the arms of the V will assume shallower slopes. Observers would require more contrast to discriminate contrast changes at low pedestal contrasts compared to higher pedestal contrasts, indicative of a specific type of shallowing of the contrast gain slope. Response compression, however, will produce a different alteration in the contrast gain function.
With large contrast steps from the adapting retinal illuminance, a higher than normal contrast is required for discrimination. Thus discrimination near the adapting retinal illuminance could be normal or near normal whereas discrimination for a stimulus with a large contrast step from the adapting retinal illuminance could be impaired. We saw Vshapes from optic neuritis data that were consistent with either the neural noise interpretation (e.g. P9, OD, Fig. 2 ) or the response compression interpretation (e.g. P3, OD, Fig. 2 ). This analysis suggested that PC-mediated contrast gain loss had multiple etiologies, some might be retinal and some might be post-retinal.
As we know from optical coherence tomography (OCT) analysis, retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) attenuation can occur in patients with MS who have never suffered an episode of optic neuritis. 63 That said, those individuals with an established history of optic neuritis typically have significantly more NFL attenuation as compared to MS without optic neuritis 64, 65 . 
